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cameras, attached to the sides of the monitor screen. The video
streams of the other two participating persons are displayed in (1)
close proximity to the camera attached and (2) in a spatially
correct way, simulating a triangle (meeting table) setup. Therefore
the camera video streams are linked to the output windows in a
certain way shown in figure 2.

ABSTRACT
We describe the implementation and test of a novel three-party
desktop videoconferencing system. To allow for gaze and
workspace awareness between the participating partners a special
quasi-spatial arrangement of cameras and graphical user interface
elements is chosen. We informally tested the system setup with a
usability evaluation presented at the end of this paper.
Our prototypical solution is a customizable off-the-shelf,
affordable way of supporting mutual awareness in three-party
videoconferencing.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4.3 Communications Applications - Computer conferencing,
teleconferencing, and videoconferencing

General Terms
Design, Experimentation, Human Factors

Keywords
Two-camera systems, Three-way communication, gaze awareness
Figure 1: The two-camera system concept

1. INTRODUCTION
Desktop videoconferencing systems are increasingly used around
the world thanks to the affordability of hard- and software as well
as the availability of high bandwidth Internet connections. The
majority of the systems are used for video chatting and for the
communication of two parties. The use in “more serious”
application fields is not very well supported with hindering factors
being missing information integration (e.g. text documents,
presentation slides, calculation sheets, photos) and also limitations
in establishing communication between more than just two
parties. Even if systems like Apple’s iChat or daviko support
multi-party videoconferencing sessions, gaze and workspace
awareness as well as aiding non-verbal communications cues are
poorly supported. As always with multi-party systems, a general
question is: Who is talking to whom about what? There are
different approaches addressing this issue (e.g. [37])
We present a possible solution, which makes use of affordable,
customizable off-the-shelf hard- and software components, but
integrate them in a particular way to support these awareness
requirements. We propose a solution, which allows three parties
to communicate with gaze awareness using a setup illustrated in
figures 1 and 2. Each party’s computer is equipped with two web
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Figure 2: Virtual spatial arrangement of systems
As shown in figure 1, the center of each screen is used as a shared
collaboration area to which the video stream output windows are
attached.
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With this hard- and software setup it is possible for each user to
estimate where the other people are looking: either at each other,
the shared workspace in the center of the screen or at the user
(me). Figure 3 shows two example views. As the objective is
Integrating Communication and Collaboration among three
parties so we call this tool IC3.

activities are coordinated. Without coordination, a team will
easily engage in conflicting actions [14].
In a real working situation, people are kept aware of what others
are doing by just seeing it or by notification from other people.
This helps to organize people's own work and co-operation with
others. This important aspect of groupware is referred to as
workspace awareness [19]. Information available in and
throughout the workspace allows people to maintain awareness of
others locations, activities and intentions. According to Gutwin et
al [19], when shared activity moves from face-to-face to
distributed groupware, many things change that impair people's
ability to maintain workspace awareness. For instance, the
perceivable environment shrinks, the communication means are
weakened, the physical interactions need to be replaced by a
computerized way and so on. They further point out that the
groupware designer must try to recreate the conditions and cues
that allow users to keep up a sense of workspace awareness.

2.2 VoIP, VCoIP
In recent years, VoIP (Voice over IP) and VCoIP
(Videoconferencing over IP) software have become more and
more popular as a communication tool among geographically
distributed people. VoIP (also called IP Telephony, Internet
telephony, or Digital Phone) is the routing of voice as data
packages over the Internet or any other IP based network. VCoIP
is used for routing both audio and video data over the Internet or
IP based network. Because many people still see video images as
an additional feature on top of the VoIP system, frequently the
term VoIP along is used to refer both of them.

Figure 3: Different appearances of other party according to
look-at perspective
This paper is based on a thesis work of the first author under
supervision of the second author. It first highlights some related
work in the field, describes the design and implementation of the
system in some detail, including the component alternatives
considered. Finally a heuristic evaluation of our prototype is
presented.

There are many challenges faced by VoIP. Most critically, VoIP
relies heavily on the internet. Consequently, this leads to issues of
latency (network conjunction and loss of packet), network
reliability, security and emergency calls (as not all VoIP networks
are connected to emergency services and are unable to identify the
location of the calls due to the inherent mobility of IP end points).
The quality of service also relies on the hardware environment
such as the computer, webcam and microphone. Finally, as
computers require local electricity to work, not like PSTN (Public
Switched Telephone Network) devices can be powered by the
telephone line, which is a more reliable separate power source, the
VoIP service is more vulnerable to any sort of power outage.
However, some of these issues can be resolved. For example, the
security problem can be eliminated by better system design: the
data can be encrypted at the endpoints and throughout the
network, and an additional level of identity authorization features
can be introduced through the use of passwords [24]. Because
VoIP is part of the proposed system, the limitations VoIP is
currently facing also apply to our prototype system.

2. RELATED WORK
2.1 Groupware
Groupware is defined by Ellis, Gibbs and Rein [14] as a
computer-based system that supports a group of people engaged
in a common task that provides an interface to a shared
environment. With recent advances in network infrastructure and
computing power, desktop video conferencing and groupware
systems are rapidly evolving into technologically viable solutions
for remote communication, collaboration and coordination.
Groupware not only reflects a change in emphasis from using the
computer to solve problems to using the computer to facilitate
human interaction, it is also regarded as a highly demanding tool
since a significant portion of a person's activities occurs in a
group, rather than an individual context [13]. Conventional
communication systems such as email, newsgroups, document
management systems and defect tracking systems are
asynchronous groupware. They involve neither immediate user
interaction nor object sharing. This contrasts with a synchronous
groupware system, which allows physically separated users to
interact with one another with shared computational objects in
real time [30]. Therefore, it is argued that successful synchronous
groupware should be able to provide effective communication.
The effectiveness of these communications can be further
improved by proper seating arrangements and better gaze contact
support. Similar to communication, collaboration is a cornerstone
of group activity. Effective collaboration demands that people
share information. For that reason, a shared workspace that offers
a group context and explicit notification of each other's actions
(gestures) becomes very necessary. The effectiveness of
communication and collaboration can be enhanced if a group's

2.3 Seating arrangement
Parsons [31] summarizes several key aspects affecting effective
communication. The sending and receiving skills are two
important ones. The ability to express yourself clearly and
efficiently, and the ability to understand other people have always
been associated with success, whether in business or life in
general. He also identifies that the setting and environment in
which the communication is taking place must be given serious
consideration. For instance, the room you are in may be too big,
too small, too cold, too hot, too noisy, or for various reasons,
uncomfortable. If the purpose of the communication is giving an
information session, then theatre style seating is appropriate. If the
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communication will involve participation and collaboration, then
a round table seating arrangement is more suitable; as everyone
can be seen and heard more readily. Further, group size and
atmosphere are also two important considerations identified by
Parsons [31]. Many of these factors cannot be controlled or
improved by a communication support system. What can be
controlled for however are group size and seating arrangement. As
the proposed system is aiming to provide a communication and
collaboration environment for three people, it is also suggested
that a round table seating arrangement could be simulated through
special camera and video stream placement.

by specially arranging video cameras and projectors to display
life-size video images of participants onto a large curved screen
without boundaries between them. Another video conferencing
example aiming to provide eye contact is documented by Yang
and Zhang [39]. They describe an eye-gaze correction system
using a pair of calibrated stereo cameras and a personalized face
model to track the head pose in 3D. Both of these approaches are
expensive to set up. A cheaper, pure software approach was
introduced by Gemmell, Toyama, Zitnick, Kang, and Seitz [16].
Their approach is similar to Yang and Zhang’s [39]; however the
drawback of this approach is that it uses a synthetic view to
simulate a natural gaze awareness video conversation which still
seems unnatural.

Barbour and Barbour [3] suggest that teams can use seating
arrangement to establish a sense of equity in a meeting.
Dabkowski [9] supports this view and further points out that using
a round conference table eliminates a sense of hierarchy among
participants that may otherwise exist when particular team
members are seated at the head of a rectangular table. Wilson [38]
investigates the practices of discussions with students via
videoconferencing, and concludes that the specific seating
arrangement is important for improving eye contact and
interaction.

2.5 Collaboration
2.5.1 Shared Workspace
Many groupware systems provide an environment for
collaboration called a shared workspace. This is a bounded space
where people can see and manipulate artifacts related to their
activities. In the real world, a shared workspace is simply a
physical space where people can undertake joint activities.
In a real-time synchronized situation, according to Lauwers and
Lantz [25], generally there are two categories of approaches to
develop synchronous collaborative applications. In the first
category, collaboration awareness, applications are specifically
designed for simultaneous use by multiple users. The shared
workspace and multiple user collaboration mechanisms are
designed at the very beginning and built into the applications. In
the second category, collaboration transparency, single-user
applications are shared by collaboration-aware mechanisms that
are unknown, or transparent to the shared applications and their
developers. This is a more generic way of application sharing such
as screen sharing and application view sharing. The screen sharing
approach replicates one user’s desktop onto multiple workstations
so that all users see and interact with the same view. This allows
singular user’s applications to be shared to multiple users
simultaneously without modification. On the other hand,
collaboration awareness tools provide a richer user interface that
support collaboration more effectively. For example, these tools
might support different views based on the roles of the individual
user, or allow users to work on separate portions of the shared
artifact while keeping its state consistent [13].

Research on the social use of space suggests that spatial
arrangements exert an important influence on the course of
interactions. Batchelor and Goethals [4] examine the relationship
between task instruction and seating arrangement. Their results
show that the type of work has a significant effect on the spatial
arrangement. When the instruction given to participants is for a
collaborative work, a circular seating arrangement is more
preferred by participants. Hendrick, Giesen and Coy [21] and
Giesen and McClaren [17] also show a clear preference for
circular arrangements to facilitate interaction.

2.4 Eye Contact / Gaze Awareness
Many studies address the importance of eye contact or gaze
awareness in communication and group interaction. It is estimated
that 60 percent of conversation involves gaze, and 30 percent
involves mutual gaze [33]. Garau, Slater, Bee, and Sasse [15]
summarize that eye contact serves at least five distinct
communicative functions: regulating conversation flow, providing
feedback, communicating emotional information, communicating
the nature of interpersonal relationships and avoiding distraction
by restricting visual input. Takeuchi and Naito [34] further
demonstrate the importance of eye contact in social interaction by
arguing that eye contact can indicate whom a message is directed
to.

Commercial products that support screen sharing include
Microsoft’s NetMeeting, Symantec’s PCAnywhere and most
recently the VNC system.

Lack of eye contact seems to be one of the most difficult problems
to overcome in a video conferencing system. In a traditional
VCoIP system, the camera is usually placed on top of the monitor.
Thus, when a conferee looks at the displayed video image of the
interlocutor, an angular deviation between the camera shooting
axis and the line of sight of the interlocutor exists. This is
recognized as eye contact parallax. This deviation impedes
interlocutors in identifying out true viewing directions, and eye
contact between conferees will never be experienced [26].

2.5.2 Telepointer
Studies of small face-to-face groups working together over a
shared work surface reveal that gesturing comprises about 35% of
the group’s activities [35]. A gesture is a rich communication
mechanism. Through gesturing, participants are able to indicate
relationships between the artifacts, draw attention to particular
artifacts, show intentions about what they are about to do, and
suggest emotional reactions [18]. In a real-time desktop based
video conference, the ability to point at shared objects on the
display can also greatly enhance communication between
conference participants [25]. Many groupware systems use
telepointers (also known as multiple cursors) to provide a simple
but reasonably effective mechanism for communicating gestures
(Hayne, Pendergast & Greenberg [20]).

Many studies show that an absence of individual eye contact
deteriorates the communicative presence [6; 22]. To eliminate the
angular deviation, various systems have been developed and
tested. One example is the “Multi-Attendant Joint Interface for
Collaboration” (MAJIC) system developed by Okada, Maeda,
Ichikawaa, and Matsushita [29]. MAJIC achieves gaze awareness
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According to Lauwers and Lantz [25], telepointing and annotation
facilities are most easily implemented if the underlying window
system supports transparent windows. In this case, the annotation
and telepointing tools can create transparent windows on top of
existing windows, and use these transparent windows as their
drawing canvases.

point out that floor control can either be deployed by human
moderators or by the system through using prediction, filtering
and reservation.

2.6 Combination of video and shared work
space
Overall we are trying to achieve a low cost system that supports
VCoIP and a shared workspace that would enable more natural
and effective communication and also enhance the feeling of
sitting around a (virtual) table. Not surprisingly, some researchers
questioned the value of such systems. Masoodian and Apperley
[27] carried out an experiment which compared 4 environments:
face-to-face, video with shared workspace (full motion), video
with shared workspace (slow motion) and audio only. They found
that adding a visual channel to an existing voice channel does not
increase the sense of co-presence and the meetings supported by
an audio link create the same sense of co-presence as face-to-face
meetings, when shared workspace software is used. Based on their
result they concluded that “little if anything is to be gained by
adding video communication when using shared work-space
CSCW systems” [27]. However there are three aspects of their
evaluation we would not agree with. Firstly, they chose a problem
solving task which we believe, to a certain degree, impairs the
needs for eye contact. Secondly, the design of their system does
not suggest a fair distance between the shared workspace and each
user which further impairs the needs for communication. Thirdly,
their conclusion was mainly drawn from verbal communication
analysis. Results from visual communication analysis and user
satisfaction analysis are equally important which might show a
different result on the sense of co-presence. On the other hand,
Buxton [7] supports the combination of video conference and
shared workspace. According to him by using a video “…, one
can at least maintain an awareness of who is present and get a
general reading of their body language, for example. The absence
of checks like, ‘Are you still there Marilyn?’ that are characteristic
of telephone conferences is an example of what video contributes
to maintaining a sense of personal presence” [7]. He also
discovered an interesting pattern which is as one person can not
look at the shared object and the collaborator’s face at the same
time, the eye contact was established especially when testers were
initially negotiating how to proceed and at the end when checking
results. At other times the video is supplemented by the voice
channel. However he further addressed that the reason such a
system is so effective is because the methods and overhead in
switching contexts (such as from computer screen to eye contact)
had the same overhead and action as is used in analogous work-aday tasks. Finally he concludes that the integration of these two
types of spaces (video and shared workspace) is important. In
order to achieve a natural flow of interaction the smoothness of
transitions between them is critical.

A number of prior studies in this area focus on the design,
implementation and usefulness discussion of multiple mouse
cursors working on a single display device. This kind of
application is termed as Single Displayed Groupware (SDG).
Early efforts to implement multiple input devices include Bier’s
MMM [5], Hourcade’s MID [23], Tse’s SDGTookit [36], and the
open source project CPNMouse [8]. The former three
implementations face the same problem, that the Windows
operating system (OS) elements only provide “listeners” for a
single mouse pointer, thus these SDG implementations involve
the creation of own applications and elements that facilitate
listening to multiple mice. CPNMouse uses a common mouse
driver to cover original mice drivers and register multiple mice to
a small application. Although ordinary Windows OS elements
such as scroll bars and buttons are able to respond to each of the
registered mice, the performance is very poor and unstable. Most
importantly, these implementations focus on supporting multiple
devices on a single display or a single system rather than
displaying and managing multiple mouse cursors from clients
over the network. Nevertheless, researchers in this area struggle
with the potential value of their work as they face the difficulty of
implementing an application that supports multiple input devices.
And for those who do have this kind of application, they often
come up with positive results on the tasks performed among the
collaborative parties [5; 23].

2.5.3 Floor Control
Floor control is often recognized as one of the most important
attributes or requirements for groupware. What it concerns is who
takes control of the shared object in a collaborative shared
workspace environment. Dommel and Garcia-Luna-Aceves [10]
define floor control as a technology that deals with conflicts
within shared workspaces. It helps coordinate and mediate access
to a shared workspace, by regulating turn taking in conversations
or access of controls over shared objects. They further summarize
that:
“Floor control encompasses the following tasks: …, granting or
denying floor requests according to the enacted service policy,
tracking the status of shared resources at all connected sites,
relaying floor requests between sites, managing temporary access
rights to data, authorizing or denying usage according to session
control information, and broadcasting or multicasting changes of
floor control states to collaborating members.” [11, p. 27]
The benefits of floor control from a user and system perspective
are identified by Dommel and Garcia-Luna-Aceves [12]. They
state that, from user level, misbehaviors are avoided “by shifting
the risk of collisions from data to signaling” (p. 20). From system
level, floor control can “orchestrate intelligent allocation of scarce
shared resources based on user input” (p. 20). They also point out
that social and cultural issues of communication may be involved
in floor control deployment.

3. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
3.1 Software
As indicated earlier, our system consists of two major parts: the
VCoIP part for communication and the shared (web browser) part
for information sharing and collaboration. This section describes
the choices of software solutions for both parts and the integration
into the final system. We are providing a rather detailed
description of the implementation because this is needed to
successfully replicate our prototype. Also, it highlights the actual

Dommel and Garcia-Luna-Aceves [11] particularly address the
significance of floor control for “tightly coupled” sessions, which
often involve ample interactions and collaborations. They further
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real-world difficulties in setting up a system, which does not
follow standard hard- and software requirements.

source VoIP solution, is released with no audio, video or internet
related configuration at all.

3.1.1 VoIP Solution Evaluation and Implementation

Because of these problems, this study uses an open source
solution called VIS [1]. VIS has been released as a sample
application for the demonstration of the VIS H.323 library. It is a
MS Windows OS based solution that supports both audio and
videoconference through the H.323 standard. It has a basic user
interface with sufficient functionalities. More importantly, VIS
seems to be more stable than many other VoIP solutions, and can
be successfully compiled in Visual Studio 2005. Moreover, VIS
has some important features such as audio and video
configuration, network configuration, peer-to-peer connection and
remote/local video display. The audio codecs VIS supports
include: ITU’s G.723.1 (default), G.729, G.729A, GSM-06.10,
G.711 A-law and G.711 µ-law. The video codec used by VIS is
H. 263/261. Despite of these advantages, one shortcoming of VIS
is that it has no documentation except the comments in source
code. Another limitation is that the VIS application is published
as open source but the VIS H.323 library is not. Without
purchasing the authentication code, the VIS H.323 library will
automatically shut down the video and audio connection after 3
minutes.

The VCoIP part of this study focuses on finding a solution that
satisfies the following requirements. Firstly, the solution has to be
developed on an open standard such as ITU’s H.323 or IETF’s
SIP standards. Secondly, it has to be a Microsoft Windows
operating system based solution. As Microsoft still has the largest
market share in PC operating systems, a communication and
collaboration tool should target as many users as possible.
Thirdly, there should not be any critical bugs existing in the
VCoIP system which prevents the whole system functioning, or at
least the system must be able to be fixed up to an acceptable level
in order to be integrated into the system. Lastly, the solution has
to be successfully built in the current software development
environment.
As VCoIP is a branch of the VoIP industry, the investigation of
the communication part of the IC3 starts from exploring the
potential VoIP solutions. It is found that many of the current open
source VoIP solutions fail to meet the above requirements in
order to be integrated into the system. Problems encountered are
summarized as follows:

One vital problem identified in the implementation of VCoIP is
that normal VoIP software is only designed to manage one
communication channel, while the proposed system aims to send
two audio and video streams (captured by the left and right
cameras) to separate parties, as well as receive two audio and
video streams from these two parties. This requires two separate
communication channels for simultaneous data distribution. In
order to achieve this, the VIS application end point has been
replicated and further assigned to listen to different network ports.
Each client communicates to the other two clients via two separate
channels.

1.
Platform incompatible. Much current open source VoIP
software only runs on an operating system other than Microsoft
Windows. For example, Ekiga, known as the second version of
Gnomemeeting, is a very well developed and supported open
source VoIP solution, however it only runs on X windows OS.
Other examples include Kphone and Linphone.
2.
Stopped developing a long time ago and critical bugs
exist. Some open source VoIP solutions are developed as sample
applications to demonstrate the early version of the H.323
standard. Thus these projects are either unfinished, finished with
limited functionalities or finished with usage problems. Examples
of this are openPhone and Cphone

3.1.2 Shared Browser Design and Implementation
For the shared web browser part, VNC (Virtual Network
Computing) is one of the solutions. VNC is a desktop view
sharing and remote control system that uses the RFB (Remote
Frame Buffer) protocol. VNC has two parts, a client and a server.
The server is the program on the machine that shares its screen,
and the client (or viewer) is the program that watches and
interacts with the server. In addition, multiple client computers
can share the view and control of one server computer
simultaneously, thus supporting application sharing in the
Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) style [32]. Since
VNC uses a lot of network bandwidth, various methods
(encodings) are used to reduce the bandwidth consumption.

3.
Build failure. Some solutions failed to be built by the
development tool – MSVS 2005. Examples include openPhone,
Freeswitch and Cphone. However this could due to limited
knowledge about how to build the solutions. Also it addresses one
important open source software problem-lack of documentation.
4.
Backwards incompatible. Old version programs such as
myPhone are not compatible with the new version of the run time
libraries (openH323.dll & PWLib.dll). Furthermore, the related
old versions of libraries are not available any more.
5.
No video support. Video is seen as an additional feature
upon existing VoIP infrastructure. Many VoIP solutions are
designed as voice only, therefore do not support video features
such as ZAP, sipXphone and YATE.

There are several reasons to use VNC. Firstly, many commercial
products announce that they provide application sharing. They are
actually using very similar techniques to VNC – remote computer
desktop view sharing and remote control. Examples of these
products include: NetMeeting 3.0 (stand-alone application),
BeemYourScreen (desktop view sharing application very similar
to VNC) and Glance (desktop view sharing application built in
web browser).

6.
Open source client with proprietary server. This is a
particular problem for SIP protocol based VCoIP solutions,
because SIP uses a client-server architecture. One example is
openWengo.
7.
Still under heavy development. There are a couple of
open source solutions still under development, therefore desired
features are not available yet. Examples are openWngo and
YATE.

Secondly, because VNC is a desktop view sharing system, thus
the integrated system can share the view of applications other than
a web browser. The whole system can be easily extended to
provide a collaborative environment for purposes other than web
information retrieving.

8.
Poorly designed solutions. This is another common
open source software problem. For example, VideoNet, an open
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TightVNC is chosen to be integrated into our system, as it is a
very well developed open source VNC system. It provides many
useful features such as bandwidth-friendly "Tight" encoding,
password authentication, window sharing. A particular GUI
component of an application you want to share can even be
specified, such as a panel inside a window.

present, each VCoIP call as well as client-to-server VNC
connections need to be made manually. This process involves
finding remote peers’ IP addresses, making 2 separate VCoIP
calls to each remote peer, setting up the VNC server and initiating
VNC connection. A single and simpler system workflow needs to
be cautiously designed and implemented for such a system.

One of the goals of our system is to achieve the display of
multiple mouse pointers and to distinguish them, for example in
different colors or links to the video window of the user. At
present, Windows based VNC services only support multiple
clients sharing the same mouse pointer on the server because the
standard Windows system provides only one cursor. Users either
have to share the concurrent control of the server mouse pointer
or use some floor control mechanisms to take turns to control the
server mouse pointer.

4. USABILITY EVALUATION
A preliminary trial is conducted to get a sense for the overall
performance and usability. Our system evaluation helps answer
questions such as: does this system improve users’ gaze contact
and increase the feeling of sitting around a table? Is the system an
effective communication and collaboration tool?

4.1 System Evaluation Setup
As mentioned earlier, the integrated VIS has a “3 minutes”
limitation. Therefore, in order to successfully carry out the trials, a
system hi-fi prototype is used. This hi-fi prototype is a
combination of the unlimited time version of VIS and TightVNC.
In terms of the hardware, the testing environment is set up exactly
as described in the former section, except that the tests are carried
out in a local network environment.

3.1.3 The Final System
The target environment is accomplished by integrating VIS and
TightVNC, and the integration is achieved by modifying the
source code. The VIS for VCoIP communication remains a peerto-peer architecture, and the TightVNC for application view
sharing remains in client-server architecture. In order to manage
two separate VCoIP communication channels, the VIS part has
been replicated and then integrated with either TightVNC server
or TightVNC client. Due to the limitation of VNC itself, the
telepointers and floor control are not supported (figure 4).

4.2 Method
For the sake of process and time economy and because of the
prototypical stage of our system development we decided for a
heuristic evaluation. The original use of heuristic evaluation such
as Nielsen’s [28] methodology was to evaluate the usability for
single user applications. However more recent studies have
applied the technique successfully to groupware applications.
Baker, Greenberg & Gutwin [2] adapt Nielsen’s [28] heuristic
evaluation methodology to help inspectors identify usability
problems within groupware systems, and their framework has
proven to be effective at identifying collaboration and
communication usability problems. This study uses a modified
Baker et al [2] heuristic evaluation to assess the usability issues
for our system. There are, in total, 12 evaluation criteria using 5
unit scales and 1 free style question. The first 8 criteria are
directly selected from Baker et al’s [2] groupware heuristic
evaluation. Because these criteria are general evaluation criteria
for groupware, the importance of the criteria is firstly evaluated.
From this how the targeting system satisfies these criteria is
assessed. The following 4 criteria specifically assess the potential
usability issues of the proposed system.
In order to initiate meaningful communication among testers
(participants) we have developed a real life scenario for them to
carry out which is described as following: Participant A wants to
buy a car from an online trading website - trademe
(www.trademe.co.nz), and would like his friends (participants B
and C) to provide some suggestions. A has a budget of $5000, and
could borrow another $1000 from his parents if he really likes the
car. Participant B and C will ask relevant questions to A to get
more information on his taste of cars. The possible topics that
could be discussed are car make, model, color, year, mileage, and
other features.

Figure 4: The Final IC3 System (one client view)
Since this study focuses on a low-tech setup, our system requires
only the following hardware: a server computer with Microsoft
OS, a tag supported web browser application (such as Mozilla
Firefox) installed (to be the server), two client computers with
Windows OS, two web cameras (supporting QCIF 176 x 144
video format) and one headset for each participant and network
connection.
With the developed solution the general goal of providing a threeparty conferencing system could be achieved. Due to the low
bandwidth components in our setup a reasonably good overall
quality could be achieved (e.g. regarding delay). But there are
still some major limitations: The goal of integrating telepointers
into the IC3 system has not yet been achieved due to software
programming detail issues (need significant modifications on
TightVNC). The setup of the current system is complex. At

4.3 Procedure
In total nine evaluators conducted the system evaluation. They
were split into three groups (three people in one groupasked to
follow the given scenario. As the purpose of this evaluation is
focused on the effectiveness of the communication therefore each
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evaluators were only assigned to play one of the three roles in the
scenario (either A, B or C). Each of the test session lasts at least
20 minutes but no more than 30 minutes.

However, there is still a gap between the existing system and the
expected system. Further studies should focus on achieving a
simplified system setup, better telepointing and floor control
support as well as adding verbal and visual communication
analysis to the usability evaluation.

4.4 Results and Discussion
First, we made the observation that there are more head turnings
and eye contacts at the start and the end of each test session.
Beginning midway through the test, the sense of co-presence
established by the audio channel performs more effective than the
high fidelity video display. This observation confirms Buxton’s
findings [27].
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The results of the evaluation can be categorized into two parts and
are analyzed separately. The first part contains the results obtained
from Baker et al.’s groupware heuristic evaluation criteria. The
second part illustrates the results for 4 more questions, which are
specifically designed for this study.
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